UFED TOUCH LOGICAL

Targeted Data Extraction
Cellebrite’s new generation UFED Touch Logical, is a mobile forensic solution for the fast, logical extraction of data from a wide range of devices including: legacy and feature phones, smartphones and handheld tablets.

With its intuitive GUI and easy-to-use touch screen, the UFED Touch Logical solution immediately delivers forensically sound evidentiary data.

The solution includes:

- **The UFED Logical Analyzer**, a comprehensive analysis and reporting tool
- **The UFED Phone Detective** for instant mobile identification
- **The UFED Reader** enables the sharing of information with any authorized personnel, without limitation

The UFED Touch Logical is mission-ready for use in the field or lab and available in standard or ruggedized versions.

### At a Glance

The UFED Touch Logical provides users with advanced investigative capabilities:

- Complete logical extraction of data from a wide range of devices such as: BlackBerry®, iOS, Android, Symbian, Windows Phone, Palm and phones manufactured with Chinese chipsets
- SIM ID cloning which neutralizes the phone from any network activity during analysis and bypasses PIN-locked SIMs and missing SIM cards
- Frequent updates to ensure compatibility with new phones as they are introduced to the market
- Analysis, report generation and customization using the UFED Logical Analyzer
- Field-ready, easy-to-use – no PC required for extraction
- Fully equipped mobile forensic kit with everything you need for your investigation

### Forensically Sound Data Extraction

The UFED Touch Logical has the ability to extract a vast amount of mobile data from the SIM and phone memory in a fast and simple process:

- Passwords
- Call logs
- Phonebook entries
- SMS messages
- Audio and visual files
- Calendar
- Image geotags
- Phone details (IMEI/ESN)
- ICCID and IMSI
- SIM location information (TMIS, MCC, MNC, LAC)
UFED Logical Analyzer

The UFED Logical Analyzer is an analysis and reporting tool for logical extractions, which presents extracted data in a clear and concise manner.

Features include:
- **Rich Set of Data** – Includes calendar, call logs, contacts, SMS, MMS, chats
- **Advanced Search** – Based either on open text or specific parameters
- **Watch List** – Ability to highlight information based on predefined list of values
- **Timeline** – Monitor events in a single chronological view
- **All Projects Field Search** – Quick search within data in parallel projects
- **Conversation View** – View communications between sources in date and time order
- **Entities Bookmarks** – Quick reference pointer can be set to analyzed data and a data file item
- **Report Generator** – Generate and customize reports in different formats e.g. PDF, HTML, XML and Excel
- **Multilingual User Interface**

License Upgrade

Upgrading from the Logical license to the Ultimate license provides users with enhanced capabilities:
- Physical memory, file system and password extraction,
- portable GPS extraction and advanced analysis,
- decoding and reporting capabilities with the UFED Physical Analyzer.

The license upgrade kit includes:
- ✔ Software update for your UFED
- ✔ UFED Physical Analyzer software
- ✔ Physical extraction data tips & cables
- ✔ User Guide

The UFED Phone Detective

The UFED Phone Detective software comes with the UFED Touch kit, helping investigators identify a mobile phone at the start of an investigation. This eliminates the need to open the phone, risking phone lock. To identify a phone, users answer questions about the phone’s attributes. UFED Phone Detective provides details on extraction capabilities, connectivity, device characteristics and more.

The UFED Reader

The UFED Reader allows authorized personnel to share examination results with others, regardless of whether they own UFED software. Simply forward the application and the extraction report to users for viewing and searching within the extracted data.

Software: UFED Logical Analyzer – UFED Reader – UFED Phone Detective


* Available in ruggedized version only
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